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This year has been very busy and I think we are at a turning point in positioning the AWA and the
Wagyu breed to realize it’s potential as the leader in the industry. My sole goal as President is to
promote initiatives that will enhance the integrity of Wagyu, and doing this will help all members
become more successful. This is not an easy task and we all know that good things are not easy
to achieve but I am happy to report in this newly produced newsletter that we are making great
progress!
The following is an update on key AWA operational and board activities:
Marketing – Members have expressed a strong desire to develop a robust marketing plan and I am
very proud of the work that the Marketing Committee including Pete Eshelman, Larry Tebben, Justin
Jackman, Clem Kuns, Don Brown, Mike Kerby and George Owen are doing. They are tackling some difficult tasks including a proposed USDA 100%
Wagyu GL. Please see the full report from Chairman Pete Eshelman included in this newsletter.
Improved member communication and involvement – We have been using eblasts to improve the communication regarding CAR “Complete
Animal Reporting” integration and other actions of AWA operations. In reading this report, you will see that our committees have many members
participating and helping in key roles. We now have a new newsletter that will provide timely updates on AWA activities.
AWA Rule Integrity – Any association that has rules must enforce those rules. In order to provide a fair system to enforce rules, in 2017 a section on
Grievances was added to the AWA Hand & Rule Book. The Board last year responded to member requests to provide support and help with member
grievances. By Rule the AWA cannot provide details of these actions and can only announce the resulting suspension or expulsion. In managing the
grievance process, the AWA must have substantial information provided to us about a rule violation complaint before we will pursue a grievance.
A great deal of time and money, including legal support are involved with these grievance activities. This is not a fun job for our Executive Director
and the Board but it’s a duty. If we have rules, we must enforce them and to ensure that AWA maintains it’s integrity.

Financial Reporting - Our CPA is proceeding with the planned audit for this fiscal year.
Election Process – This committee consists of Clem Kuns, Dennis Kuempel and me. Our election process and bylaws are ineffective and outdated
to put it simply. The election committee has produced a new voting process and are also looking at Electronic (PC internet based) systems that are
designed to be third party voting systems. Clem is gathering up the different vendor proposals. We hope to submit all to the board for approval next
month. The CAR, Digital Beef and IGS Systems are in various stages of implementation. George and I recently attended the Texas Wagyu Association’s
annual meeting and sale. They always do a great job and are a model for other regional associations that the AWA plans to support. George was asked
to do a two hour interactive meeting on the Digital Beef and CAR systems. It was a big success! Please read the letter from TWA President Tim Conrad
about this part of the TWA meeting in this newsletter.
AWA Marketing Regions - to capitalize on the vast knowledge that the AWA membership has across the country, the Marketing Committee came up
with the concept of creating marketing regions to better enable members to network and share best practices. Please read the section about AWA
Regions in this newsletter and provide any comments or suggestions that might further the success of the region program.
Herd Data Systems Committee – This committee consists of Chairman Julie Barnes, Jim Long and Rick Turner. The committee has been supporting
AWA operations in training program design/production such as the Digital Beef and CAR Webinars. George also has the committee helping with the
integration of Cattlemax data and EPD’s.
Finally, working together, we will succeed in making the AWA the breed society recognized by the cattle industry as the
“king of marbling”. I want to thank you all for your support as we move ahead!
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“What an exciting time to be a Wagyu breeder!” While I am in complete agreement with
that statement, this was actually said by a multigenerational Angus breeder at an event I
recently attended.
He was unfamiliar with Wagyu and the AWA until recently doing some research into
both. After discovering the processes and programs that have been recently put into place
and the direction those programs will take both the breed and the AWA, he came away
excited for the Wagyu breeders and a bit envious as a cattle breeder. Coming from a family
who has raised Angus for generations, he is well schooled in the programs the AWA has
implemented, and the profitable results from such programs. His envy stems from wishing
he were in on the ground floor/implementation when Angus first started these programs,
but he was “born into” the system and it is all he has ever known.
While growing pains are inevitable and unavoidable, the saying “if you are not advancing, you are retreating” never holds more true
in today’s fast paced world. With the rapid advancement of genomics and genetic evaluations within in the US cattle industry, the
AWA must partake in utilizing these tools. The AWA has chosen to put programs into place that will advance the Wagyu breed and its
influence in the industry.
The basis of one of the new programs, the Complete Animal Reporting (CAR), is that all data is included to create a macro comparison
picture, not just a select few animals from a select few members. The result of this requirement is that all members will be involved in
“charging up that hill” to advance the Wagyu position in the industry. Everyone who signs on as a member of the AWA are now going to
do their part in advancing and growing the Wagyu breed. This should be cause for excitement from all member breeders both large and
small.
Another statement this gentleman made that really hit home with me was his takeaway from the results of the programs and direction
the AWA has undertaken. The word “pioneer.”
His belief is that due to these new programs and direction, the current AWA members are and will be viewed as the true pioneer of
Wagyu breeding and influence in the US cattle industry.
Keeping with that spirit, the theme for the 2018 AGM Convention held in Fort Worth Texas, will be “Pioneers of Prime.”
Look forward to seeing everyone in Fort Worth.
Regards,

George Owen
George Owen
Executive Director AWA
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by George Owen

The AWA has been working with Cattle
Max and Digital Beef to complete the ability
that is recorded in CattleMax over to the
AWA Digital Beef system. This will enable
members to download their data that they
have been collecting over the years in
CattleMax into a spreadsheet and in turn
upload that information into Digital Beef.
We are close to the finish line with this
ability and once it has been tested the AWA
will send an announcement out to the
membership. The AWA highly encourages
members to complete this upload of data
into Digital Beef so that we build our
phenotypic measurement database which
will move us quicker towards EPD’s.
Digital Beef will also have a format
available for non CattleMax data uploads.
With the CAR program and Digital
Beef now in full swing, I have had many
conversations over the spring months
with members about the reasons behind
these new programs. I welcome any
opportunity to speak with our members
to better help educate as to why we
have moved to these programs. I was
graciously invited to attend and speak at
the TWA Annual meeting in Salado. I
would like to share a letter we received
from the TWA President after the
meeting.

May 10, 2018
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and looking forwa

rd to great things

going forward!

Best
PRACTICES
Each fall, cattle veterinarians from North America
and beyond gather for the American Association of
Bovine Practitioners (AABP) annual conference. As
always, there were many excellent talks at this year’s
meeting in Milwaukee to help herd health DVMs stay
current on cattle health and production.
One particularly useful talk was a small-group
discussion in which 20 of us discussed how we, as
herd health DVMs, can help our clients improve herd
profitability. The goal of the session was to learn from
the collective wisdom of the group, and that mission
was accomplished.
A recent National Animal Health Monitoring System
(NAHMS) report indicated that cows are checked
for pregnancy in only 20% of all U.S. beef herds each
year. However, NAHMS says 71.7% of large herds
(those over 200 cows) undergo preg checks annually.
Thus, this means that about 60% of all beef cows in
the U.S. are preg-checked each year.
Our AABP discussion group was in agreement that
this number is still too low. So, how can we, as DVMs,
demonstrate to producers the cost-effectiveness of
this routine procedure?
First off, let me say that if your DVM checked your
cows and only said “pregnant” or “open” on each of
them, and one of every 100 cows was determined as
open, then preg-checking cows wouldn’t be a cost-effective endeavor.
How did I arrive at this conclusion? I figured $750
as the cost of the DVM and farm/ranch labor for the
pregnancy exam on 100 cows. An open cow will eat
about $300-$400 worth of winter feed. If not culled in
the spring, she’ll likely go back with the bull and then
consume $150 worth of pasture that should have gone
to a cow nursing a calf.

Record setting Female and Bull highlight
the 2017/18 Sale season!!
Top selling Wagyu bull in the US was sold this past June at the
BAR R Production Sale in Pullman WA
$115,000 BAR R-AB 6123 ET PB32174 DOB: 02/13/2016 Homozygous
Polled Purebred purchased by Trevor Bjerke, Mapleton, ND
The top selling Wagyu selling female was sold this past December
at the A BAR N Inaugural Sale in Fort Worth Texas
$59,000 TBR Ms. Kiktnami 3346Z , DOB 11-30-13 purchased by
Bowman Farms LLC,Roaring River, NC

SHOW UPDATES
NAILE Louisville KY, November 12-14, 2018:
Look for entry deadline soon!!
New for this year:
• jackpot steer show open to FB/PB and F1 steers
• Steak competition. Look for details coming soon!
• There will also be a “Taste of Wagyu” the evening
prior to the show
• Showmanship and education presentation for the
Junior Association Members.
NWSS Denver CO January 13th, 2019:
• This is much earlier in the show than previous years
and should provide much better exposure for Wagyu
during the show. Please start preparing your animals.

Read the full article here:

CLICK HERE

W. Mark Hilton, DVM, PAS, DABVP (beef cattle practice), Clinical
Professor Emeritus, Purdue University College of Veterinary
Medicine; Senior Technical Veterinary Consultant, Elanco
Animal Health.

AWA Annual General Meeting
October 4-6, 2018 Fort Worth, TX
• Don’t forget to make your hotel
reservations for this year’s AGM
in Fort Worth. We will be posting
conference registration in the
very near future.
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by Marcus Daniel, Executive Chef, Joseph Decuis

Joseph Decuis is a farm-to-table restaurant and our farm raised
Wagyu is the star of our show. Wagyu is a true “nose-to-tail” delicacy
and we don’t let anything go to waste.
I have learned that Wagyu fat has great culinary potential, unlike
any other beef fat. We use it to make cooking oil, table candles, hand
soap, body lotion, lip balm, and the “wow” on our table is the Wagyu
edible candle. It replaces butter for bread and compliments our
charcuterie board.
The Wagyu edible candle is easy to make, delicious, and adds flare to
the dining experience.

The following is our house recipe:
RECIPE:
Yield: 128 Candles
Ingredients:

6 quarts of Rendered Wagyu Fat
½ Cup of Whole Black Peppercorns
12 Sprigs of Fresh Rosemary
12 Sprigs of Fresh Thyme
2 Whole Bulbs of Garlic – Cut in Half
Equipment Needed:

2 Large Stainless-Steel Pots
Butchers Twine- Cut into 1.5 Inch length – 128 pieces total
2 oz. Cups – 128 cups
2-Sheet pans
Metal Strainer
Cheesecloth
Parchment paper
Aluminum Foil
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Directions:

In a pot bring the rendered Wagyu fat to a slight boil. Next add
the peppercorns, garlic, and herbs and then turn the heat down to
medium low and steep the ingredients in the Wagyu fat for one hour
to incorporate all the flavors.
Take the pre-cut butchers twine and dip it into the Wagyu fat that
is steeping and completely cover in fat. Lay the Wagyu fat covered
butchers twine on a sheet pan that is lined with parchment paper and
freeze for one hour.
After one hour of steeping take the Wagyu fat off the stove and filter
it through a cheesecloth into your second pot to remove the garlic,
peppercorn, rosemary, and thyme. Leave the filtered Wagyu fat to cool
for around 15 minutes. Once cooled pour 1.5 ounces of the flavored
Wagyu fat in 2 oz. cups. After pouring the Wagyu fat into all the cups
cover the top of each cup with foil and poke a hole in the center of the
foil.
Take the wicks out of the freezer and gently insert them into the
center hole of foil and into each cup. Once you have inserted all the
wicks, freeze the candles for one day. The next day take the candles
out of the freezer and remove the foil tops.
When ready to use simply slide the candle out of the container and
place onto a plate. Our Servers present the lit Wagyu candle to the
table. As it melts, it emits a lovely fragrance and is the most delicious
tallow you would ever sop up.
Cost per candle: $0.27
Menu price: $3.00
Food cost: 9%

Over the past several months the AWA has been looking at ways to better promote Wagyu, recruit new breeders and
members. An industry proven method is to set up regions to promote the “joining of forces” within geographical areas
throughout the US. This has already been proven within our own breed with the TWA and the newly formed SWA in
the southeast region. The AWA will assist in setting up official nonprofit associations, or helping in management of funds
from groups not within the non for profit category. The AWA will also help in getting marketing/display materials to
these groups for trade shows/events/publications. The AWA ask that each region select an individual that would act as a
contact point between the region and the AWA. This will assist in smoother communications between the needs of the
region and the AWA. Please provide any feedback and suggestions that might further the success of the regional program.

The following map outlines the chosen regional outline.
The regions have been created based on geographical area along with the current number of members.

Region 1 - 130 members
Region 2 - 95 members		
Region 3 - 150 members Texas Wagyu Association
Region 4 - 100 members
Region 5 - 115 members Southern Wagyu Alliance
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by Pete Eshelman, Chairman

Your marketing committee has been super busy and I am pleased to
provide the following report on our work to date. You have a very
talented marketing committee. I call it our “dream team.” It’s easy to be
a coach when you have great players.

available to members which will capture the vast experience and
expertise of our membership in successfully managing the Wagyu
business from pasture to plate.

The committee includes:
Don Brown, Triangle B Ranch, OK
Clem Kuns, Prime Valley Farms, IN
Justin Jackman, Jackman Florida Wagyu Beef, FL
Mike Kerby, Buck Mountain Ranch, MO
George Owen, AWA Executive Director
Larry Tebben, Tebben Ranch, TX

• Shows and Conventions - we are evaluating what works, what needs
improvement, and how to maximize the marketing opportunities
with shows and conventions. We have chosen a theme for the 2018
AWA annual convention which is: “Pioneers of Prime.” We are
developing the agenda which will include high quality speakers and
information on best practices.

The goal of our marketing agenda is to develop initiatives that will
drive the potential of Wagyu and enhance the integrity of the breed for
the benefit our Association and all Members. In my opinion, marketing
should help drive success, otherwise, it’s a waste of time and money.
Our plan includes strategic and tactical initiatives:
• Marketing plan - once the AWA Board establishes the AWA
Strategic Plan, we will design a marketing plan to support the
strategic plan.
• GL/Label Review-The AWA Board has reviewed the recommendation
from the Marketing Committee and the submitted membership
comments. The Board has voted to have further discussion with the
membership at the 2018 AGM this October.
• Regional Marketing Territories - in order to enhance
communication, networking, business opportunities, and grow our
association, we have developed and are proposing five marketing
territories. Soon we will be introducing this initiative to the
membership for comments. Please refer to the Regional Marketing
Territories article in this newsletter for more details.
• International Leadership - we are taking a look at what our role
should be on the international platform and are developing thoughts to
be presented to the membership for input.
• Beef Quality Grading System - we all recognize that Wagyu exceeds
the USDA grade quality of Prime. We are developing ideas on how to
capture grade qualities above Prime. If we are successful, this will be a
great competitive differentiator for AWA members.
• Healthy Beef Campaign - the claim that Wagyu beef is healthy
beef must be substantiated and we are developing a plan which will
help members address and substantiate the health benefits of their
individual production which will be another significant competitive
advantage.
• Wagyu University - we plan to develop educational tutorials to be
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• Social Media - we are looking at ways to enhance our social media
presence

• AWA Awards - we proposed and the Board unanimously agreed
to establish the AWA Lifetime Achievement Award. This award will
be given when warranted. We are pleased to announce that the first
award will be given to Shogo Takeda at the 2018 convention and Mr.
Takeda has graciously agreed to accept this award.
• Media Relations - we are developing a strategy to engage influential
media sources in the AWA Wagyu dialog.
• AWA Marketing Materials - we are evaluating all AWA marketing
materials, coming up with ideas for improvement and/or additions.
Updated Website - we are evaluating improvements to the AWA
website.
CONCLUSION:
In my experience, any business that has a great product like we do,
must develop marketing plans customized to it’s unique product
profile, organizational resources, and the realities of supply and
demand. The AWA in comparison to some other breed associations
is small, yet we are a vibrant growing organization. While we have
limited financial resources for marketing, we have assets other
breed organizations do not have; our product is the best in it’s class
in the world, our members operate in a diverse, entrepreneurial
environment, our membership is rich in passion, knowledge, business
acumen and willing to step up and volunteer. Marketing must harness
the vast resources of our membership.
This year, the marketing committee is focused on “thinking” and
developing sound plans to present to the Board and the membership.
This “thinking” exercise is where most businesses fail. My Dad’s
famous quote is: “ Thinking is hard work, that’s why most people
don’t engage in it.” We are in this “thinking” phase for the AWA as
we strive to develop plans in a membership driven approach that will
launch us into realizing the potential of Wagyu.
I look forward to your input. Feel free to contact me or members of
the Marketing Committee as we establish the roadmap for future
success of the AWA Wagyu family.

One of the industry’s most progressive and exciting revelations over the past couple years is the revolutionary technology of “one step” EPD/genomic
genetic evaluation. The following press release from IGS touches on some of the details of the system and its current use. Once the AWA has enough
phenotypic data within the system, the AWA has arranged for IGS to run our data on this new platform. This is great and exciting news for AWA
breeders!! The AWA is now part of a network that is leading the world in genetic evaluation technology!!

Bozeman, MT — International Genetic Solutions (IGS) is an
unprecedented collaboration between progressive breed associations
fervently committed to enhancing commercial profitability. The
collaboration has yielded the world’s largest genetic evaluation of beef
cattle with over 17 million animals and 120,000+ genotypes.
In keeping with our commitment to the cattle industry, IGS is pleased
to announce the IGS Multi-breed Genetic Evaluation powered by
BOLTTM. The new genetic evaluation provides more predictive
EPDs, better use of genomics, more accurate accuracy reported with
EPDs, all with weekly evaluations. The announcement ushers in a
new era in genetic evaluation — an era made possible by a genetic
evaluation system dubbed BOLT (Biometric Open Language Tools,
owned by Theta Solutions, LLC).
The concept for BOLT started in 2014 as a research endeavor between
the American Simmental Association (ASA) and Drs. Bruce Golden
and Dorian Garrick. BOLT is, quite simply, the most revolutionary
and powerful genetic evaluation system in existence. Its power
allows IGS to leverage genetic evaluation methodology that was once
thought to be untenable on large databases — methodology that
significantly improves genetic prediction.

step uses DNA markers, pedigree information, and phenotypic data
simultaneously in the prediction of EPDs. Previously, molecular
breeding values (MBVs) were calculated from the genomic
information and those MBVs were blended in a separate procedure
into the EPD predictions. The single-step method squeezes more
information from the DNA markers than the previous approach
allowed. Additionally, with single-step, the genomic information will
not only enhance each EPD for the genotyped animals but also will
be used in the EPD estimates of relatives.
It is well established that DNA markers vary greatly in their effect
on traits — ranging from large to virtually no impact. To leverage
this biological fact in a statistically advantageous manner, the BOLT
single-step method only uses markers that have a meaningful impact
on the traits of interest, while ignoring those that have little to no
effect. Research has shown that by using this approach, BOLT reduces
statistical “noise” and thereby increases the accuracy of the EPD
prediction compared to other single-step methods.
It is important to note, continued collection of phenotypic records
remains a vital part of genetic predictions. DNA testing will never
replace the need to record and submit phenotypes.

In December of 2016, IGS published a multi-breed stayability,
the industry’s first EPD using BOLT and the first single-step
methodology applied to a large beef cattle database. Since that
time, the IGS genetic evaluation team has worked toward fully
implementing BOLT with an automated system that enables weekly
evaluations for an entire suite of EPDs. As of May 4, 2018, ASA is the
first of the IGS partners to publish a full suite of EPDs generated by
the IGS Multi-breed Genetic Evaluation powered by BOLT. Each IGS
partner has complete autonomy to determine the release date that
best fits their organization. As such, the release of EPDs by the other
IGS partners is likely to be staggered over the next several weeks. As
always, we look forward to your questions and comments about what
you see.

More accurate accuracy. In the previous IGS evaluation platform,
and all others in existence other than BOLT, the calculation
of the accuracy associated with each EPD is achieved through
“approximation” methods. It has long been known these methods
are a less than optimal approach to the calculation of accuracy —
tending to overestimate accuracy. By employing unique computing
strategies that leverage both software and hardware efficiencies,
BOLT performs what was previously unthinkable — utilizing a
sampling methodology to calculate what is essentially true accuracy.
Unlike approximated accuracies, BOLT-derived accuracies will result
in predicted movements associated with possible change holding true
over time. This is not the case with the previous IGS software or any
other system currently in existence.

Here are the notable changes in the evaluation:
Movement of EPDs and reranking. EPDs and indexes will change.
These changes will be more dramatic for younger, lower accuracy
cattle. The IGS team has tested the changes and proven the new EPDs
result in superior predictions of genetic merit.

While the IGS evaluation team and partners are excited to release this
new chapter in genetic evaluation, the new genetic evaluation system
will only realize its true potential if selection is made using its EPD
and index values. Hands down, there is no better (more accurate)
way to select for quantitative traits than an EPD. Economic indexes
predict net profit by weighing the EPD for economically relevant
traits coupled with economic estimates. To compete with other
protein sources, it is imperative that the beef industry adopt the best
science and technology to make better breeding selection decisions.

Shrinking of EPD range. You will notice a reduction in the range of
EPDs for most traits. The IGS evaluation team tested the statistical
veracity of the reduction and it has proven to be in line with
expectations based on the genetic variation in the population.
Improved use of genomics. With the switch to the BOLT software,
IGS will use single-step genomic evaluation on all EPDs. Single-

For more information about the IGS Multi-breed Genetic Evaluation
powered by BOLT, go to www.internationalgeneticsolutions.com.
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CATTLE INDUSTRY NEWS
By George Owen

During the month of June, I attended the
BIF Conference in Colorado. The BIF (Beef
Improvement Federation) is a convention where
top industry leaders, breed associations and
university researchers all come together to
discuss recent findings, trends, research results
and future issues.
I also attended the conference last year in Georgia
and came away very enthusiastic on the future
of the AWA and the Wagyu breed. A main topic
of discussion last year centered on the genomic
piece of genetic evaluation. Knowing that the
AWA has access to a large sample pool of DNA
within the breed had me coming away from that
conference very excited about the AWA ability
to progress in the EPD/genomic arena. This also
greatly reconfirmed the urgency and necessity
of collecting data within the AWA. The “Whole
Herd Reporting,” “Total Herd Reporting” or
the “Complete Animal Reporting” systems are
established and included in the BIF Guidelines.
The AWA is committed to operating under BIF
guidelines when applicable to the AWA and
Wagyu breed.

The Beef Improvement Federation (BIF) is celebrating 50 years in 2018.
Themed “Elevating the Industry,” the Annual Meeting and Research
Symposium is poised not only to celebrate the last 50 years but launch into the
next 50.
BIF was officially founded in 1968, but its formation began the
previous January during a meeting at the National Western
Stock Show. At that time, a group of producers and researchers –spearheaded
by Colorado cattle producer, lawyer and performance evaluation advocate
Ferry Carpenter, and Frank Baker, the federal Extension livestock specialist in
1967 – met with the goal to move the cattle industry from its historical basis of
visual appraisal to one of evaluation based on performance.
Thus began a very powerful and intentional “performance movement” in the
cattle industry that continues and thrives today. Fifty years later, the 2018 BIF
Annual Meeting and Research Symposium will return to Colorado June 20-23
at the Embassy Suites Convention Center in Loveland.
Each year, the symposium focuses on research, innovation and education for
producers and scientists alike on current issues facing the beef cattle industry
“to connect science and industry to improve beef cattle genetics.” BIF’s threeleaf-clover logo symbolizes the link between industry, Extension and research.
Read the full article here:

https://beefimprovement.org/library/bif-celebrates-50-years

NEW MEMBER SERVICES
Over the course of the year, the AWA receives calls requesting how/where to sell and buy
Wagyu feeder calves. The AWA is unable to know what animals may be available
on a daily basis. Therefore, the AWA is working on providing a listing page on our
website, Feeder Calf Connection, where members may post feeder animals they have for
sale. Under the current design this will be a free service. Look for an official announcement in the near future.
As a reminder, historical and current data recorded in CattleMax can now be transfered over to AWA Digital Beef.
Please utilize this tool and help the AWA gather important data. A tutorial on how to complete this data transfer can
be found on the AWA website.
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The AWA would like to welcome the following new members.
RANCH LOUGAMI

ASBESTOS

QC

WOOTEN WAGYU

SAN ANGELO

TX

STANDING HEART RANCH - GAMBLE

WHITEFISH

MT

VERMONT ALPINE FARM

READING

VT

BLACK HAWK PRIME

PRINCETON

KY

CANADIAN WAGU FUN FARM

TILLSONBURG

ON

HICKERT LAND COMPANY

ANTON

CO

RYAN GRAY

REARDAN

WA

AL5 WAGYU

BLOEMFONTEIN

4 ROCK FARMS

PAOLA

KS

LUKE PAINTER

RAYMOND

CA

CLOVER VALLEY FARM, INC.

SOUTHAMPTON

NJ

LENA DAVIS

MILFORD

TX

HUAPANGO REPROGENE RANCH

DADE CITY

FL

TEXAS CRAFT WAGYU

LEONARD

TX

ANDREW BIRCHETTE

ARRINGTON

TN

ARISTO FARMS

TOPEKA

KS

ROCKIN CHAIR RANCH

HACKLEBURG

AL

SULPHUR SPRINGS

TX

BENNY FAJKUS

BELTON

TX

4 R RANCH

KC CATTLE COMPANY LLC

WESTON

MO

MINERICH LAND AND CATTLE CO., LLC

RICHMOND

KY

PARK WAGYU CATTLE FARM

MOORSEVILLE

IN

TT FARMS

NEUKIRCHEN-VLUYN

NRW

CROSS CREEK FARMS

SULPHUR SPRINGS

TX

5 OAKS FARM

GRISWOLD

IA

DIAMOND D BEEF

NOME

TX

PLUMB CREEK RANCH

CENTER

TX

WOODVIEW WAGYU

ARLINGTON

ARTISAN FARMS DIRECT LTD.

MISSISSAUGA

ON

PAC ACQUISITIONS, LLC

MESA

AZ

DOMINION TRADITIONAL HUSBANDRY

AKRON

CO

MIDLAKE FARMS/MIDLAKE WAGYU

SKANEATELES

NY

NO HUDDLE RANCH

MURFREESBORO

TN

SOUTHERN CROSS FARM AND TIMBER

WEAVERVILLE

NC

SHREVEPORT

LA

HOERSTER CATTLE COMPANY

EDNA

TX

LONGHORN & LLAMA LAND COMPANY,
LLC

HASHTAG WAGYU LLC

HOUSTON

TX

PT AUSTASIA STOCKFEED

JAKARTA

DKI

GENES DIFFUSION

VERONA

WI

PREMIUM IMPORTED FOODS

WEST PALM BEACH

FL

RIVER HILLS FARM

MELBOURNE

KY

BRAZOS CATTLE LLC

CONROE

TX

LAUREL BLUFF FARM INC.

KINGSTON

TN

TRIPLE C

ATHENS

AL

REEDY CREEK FARMS

BOSTON

GA

TOP LINE SALES

WILLISTON

FL

FOUR L TWO WAGYU

SANDIA

TX

G & K FARMS

OWENS CROSS ROADS AL

SQUARE H RANCH

MOUNTAIN HOME

TX

LIND RANCH

KILLDEER

ND

IT’S A CINCH FARMS

BIGFORK

MT

DAUGHERTY CATTLE FARM

LOUISVILLE

TN

GEORGE WAGYU

ALTUS

OK

COASTAL PRIME CATTLE COMPANY

BROOKSVILLE

FL

PRIMEFIRE CATTLE, LLC

BOISE

ID

CRUMPTON CATTLE COMPANY

DENTON

MD

COLDWATER CREEK LAND AND CATTLE

MARSHALL

TX

LOST CREEK VALLEY FARM, LLC

ELEVA

WI

DT HEARTLAND WAGYU

LOUISBURG

KS

SCHYLER MCCLAIN

BEAVER CITY

NE

VT BAR RANCH

BATTLE MOUNTAIN

NV

RIVER’S END RANCH LLC

LAKEVIEW

OR

NAUGHTY DOG FARMS

PORTER

TX

ARMS RANCH

MANSFIELD

TX

CODY CREEK CATTLE COMPANY LLC

CAMDENTON

MO

HUCKLEBERRY FARM

AUSTIN

TX

WINTERS RANCH BEEF COMPANY

WINTERS

CA

THE PLAINS

VA

SUMO CATTLE COMPANY

BRISBANE

QLD

BLUERIDGE LAND AND
CATTLE COMPANY LLC

ARRINGTON RANCH

SAN DIEGO

CA

PNK RANCH

MCALLEN

TX

HORIZON HAY CO

ELLENSBURG

WA

RMSI

SANTA ANNA

TX

EAST TENNESSEE WAGYU

GREENEVILLE

TN

G$ RANCHES

TUTTLE

OK

CARMEL CATTLE COMPANY

GODLEY

TX
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KETTLE BAR RANCH LLC

MALO

WA

PINE HILL FARM

ADDISON

NY

LANDECK CATTLE CO

DELPHOS

OH

CRAIGMORE FARM

SCHOMBERG

ON

JAMES PRINCE

DALLAS

TX

ONE BOOT RANCH

CARROLLTON

TX

TX J BAR S CATTLE

ROCKDALE

TX

OATIS OAKS RANCH LLC

EDMOND

OK

ROCK HILL RANCH

CHIPLEY

FL

WEISE FARMS

GIDDINGS

TX

CUMMINGS WAGYU LLC

TRINITY

AL

THOMWOOD WAGYU

CLARESHOLM

AB

RANGELAND CATTLE COMPANY LLC

PAIGE

TX

WHISPERING WIRES RANCH

GRANDVIEW

WA

G4 CATTLE

KATY

TX

JESSUP FARM

WESTFORD

NY

GOBBLERS HOLLOW FARMS

THOMASTON

GA

ALA KART WAGYU LLC

MERCERSBURG

PA

SHADOW GRASS AGRICULTURE LLC

MIAMI

FL

WYNDFORD WAGYU

NEWPORT

MARTIN RANCH

EDEN

UT

BAY HORSE FARM

POST FALLS

ID

CEHA LLC

AQUILLA

TX

OTTER CREEK VALLEY FARM

EAU CLAIRE

WI

SWELL CREEK FARMS

WEST SALEM

OH

LES ELEVAGES WESTMOUNT SENC

SAINT JOSEPH

QC

